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Views on the Japan Earthquake
North-eastern region of Japan was hit by major offshore earthquake last Friday, measuring 8.9 in magnitude
Bank of Japan (BoJ) has injected 15 trillion yen to provide liquidity & stability to financial markets
Policymakers are already working on a variety of potential measures, including a fiscal spending package, 
increased asset purchases by the BOJ to increase liquidity, and foreign exchange intervention by the Ministry of 
Finance to prevent currency appreciation.
Taken together, these measures should certainly help expedite the path toward reconstruction & recovery. 
Impact of earthquakes & tsunamis on the stock markets in the last couple of decades after the initial falls the 
market will react positively to the promising expenditure on reconstruction activities in the economy.
That is, the earthquakes rarely cause permanent downturns in an economy. 

Commodities & Gold Updates
Japan needs huge amounts of commodities to rebuild the areas hit by the quake & tsunami over medium      
term.
This will boost Asia’s regional demand, causing prices to soar due to the short term scarcity of supply
Gold & silver rose for the third time in 4 sessions as mounting tension in Libya & higher energy costs      
boosted demand for precious metals as an investment haven & an inflation hedge. 
Gold climbed to a record of $1,445.70 an ounce on March 7.
Investment demand for silver soars in China as the demand for white metals is increasing for jewellery &

industrial metal as essential component in electronics and automotive industry. 
Silver is a good store of value and a way to hedge against the decline of the US dollar

Do contact your Relationship Manager for more enquiries on AmCommodities Equity & AmPrecious Metals

Emerging Market Updates - China & India
Chinese investors appear bullish on Chinese stocks Signaling confidence the government will tame 
inflation without slowing the economy.
Chinese government announced it will aim for an 8% economic growth this year.
China’s inflation rate cools by more than economists had predicted to 3.9% (compared to predicted 4.4%) 
spurring investor confidence.
Private manufacturing firms have announced initial investments of $50million to build factories in India in an 
attempt to expand domestic production.
This move is a positive sign of India’s prospects as an emerging economy as investments could reach up to 
$200 million
There’s potential in India’s infrastructure & manufacturing capabilities, this being a major factor for 
growing investor confidence

Do contact your Relationship Manager for more enquiries on AmBRIC Equity & AmIslamic Greater China

Malaysia Updates
Malaysia is set to boost activity in Middle Eastern countries in order to increase its Islamic commodity 
market sector that has seen an increase of five-fold last year.
Attracting middle eastern investors will help to significantly expand the market as it would raise trading margins 
of the country.
Malaysian economy is expected to grow between 5% and 6% in 2011 with key drivers being the Economic 
Transformation Programme & ensuring domestic demand grows steadily.

Do contact your Relationship Manager for more enquiries on AmIttikal & AmTotal Return

Source:The Business Times, The Edge, Bloomberg, Commodity Online, The Wall Street Journal, Henderson & Allianz Global 
Investors from 8-15 March 2011
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